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Figure 1. Scatterplot representing the spatial positions of each species according to their percentages of 
diaspores still floating and embryo viability at measuring times t33h and t21d. The colour of each point 

corresponds to its SDP index value at each measuring time. The different point shapes indicate either endemic 
(circle) or non-endemic native (triangle) species.

Figure 2. Visualization of the GLM model 
between the Sea Dispersal Potential 

index, at t33h and t21d, and the distribution 
of each species on the island.
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Long Distance Dispersal (LDD)

Sea currents dispersal (thalassochory)

Coastal Flora

High salt concentrations
* Does the coastal flora show high sea dispersal

potential?

* Is inter-island colonization related with sea dispersal
potential (SDP) for each species? 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CONCLUSIONS

DISCUSSIONRESULTS

Substantial variation of sea dispersal
potential among Galápagos coastal species

Species with higher sea dispersal potential did not
show higher colonization success

Role of stochastic processes and establishment 
conditions on inter-island colonization?

SDPi to quantify thalassochory

Novel metric applicable to other archipelagos

Hawaii Canaries Azores

Minor role of thalassochory on coastal
plant dispersal between islands?

Island colonization is a complex process

Stochastic processes and establishment 
conditions seem particularly important
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INTRODUCTION

Table 1. Value of the Sea dispersal potential (SDP) index at t33h and t21d (after 33 hours
and 21 days of immersion in saltwater), corresponding to the minimum time needed to
reach the nearest and the farthest island, respectively. The percentages of floating
diaspores and viability of embryos at each measuring time are shown.
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